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Summary. Connectivity is an important requirement for wireless sensor networks
especially in real-time monitoring and data transfer applications. However, node
movements and failures change the topology of the initial deployed network, which
can result in partitioning of the communication graph. In this paper, we present
a method for maintaining and repairing the communication network of a dynamic
mobile wireless sensor network. We assume that we cannot control the motion of
wireless sensor nodes, but there are robots whose motion can be controlled by the
wireless sensor nodes to maintain and repair the connectivity of the network. At the
heart of our method lies a novel graph property, k-redundancy, which is a measure
of the importance of a node to the connectivity of a network. We first show that
this property can be used to estimate repair time of a dynamic network. Then, we
present a dynamic repair algorithm that minimizes expected repair time. Finally, we
show the effectiveness of our method with extensive simulations and its feasibility
with experiments on real robots and motes.

1 Introduction
Communication connectivity is a fundamental requirement for wireless sensor
networks for the effective use of such systems. It is also observed by several researchers such as [1] that local connectivity improved the system performance
in multi-robot applications. In this paper, we are addressing this problem and
propose a new method to provide connectivity in a wireless sensor network.
In our approach, we classify the nodes as uncontrolled and controlled nodes.
The uncontrolled nodes could be mobile or static and we can control the motion of the later class. In the rest of the paper, we will call controllable nodes
as robots and uncontrollable nodes as mobile nodes. Our goal is to improve
connectivity of the system with the help of mobile robots. Our approach is
based on in-network computing, where robots do not know the intentions of
mobile nodes, but mobile nodes plan and guide the movements of robots to
provide better connectivity.
In order to provide better connectivity, we first introduce a new graph
property, k-redundancy, to determine the communication characteristics of a

dynamic wireless sensor network. This property provides a tool to identify lowconnected parts of a communication graph and means to reinforce the network
structure before disconnection happens. Briefly, we define k-redundancy of a
node as the minimum number of node removals required to disconnect any two
neighbors of that node. This provides a measure to represent the importance
of a node in connecting its neighbors. k-redundancy is also important for the
robustness of the network because as the redundancy of nodes increase, the
routes between neighboring nodes increases.
As we will see in Section 4, k-redundancy can be utilized to estimate the
repair time in a network. One approach to provide better connectivity is to
assign some robots to provide communication bridges if the network is disconnected (reactive repair). An alternative approach is to place robots before
the disconnection so that the repair time would be minimum if disconnection happens (proactive repair). In this paper we compare both approaches
and show how k-redundancy information can be used to improve proactive
repair performance. For this purpose, we introduce several proactive repair
strategies and compare their performances using simulations with a realistic
network simulator (NS-2 [2]). Our results show that by using k-redundancy,
we can reduce the disconnections in a dynamic mobile network. We also provide real hardware experiments with several mobile robots and motes to show
the applicability of our algorithm to real systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section gives a
brief summary of the related research and brief comparison to our approach
when it is applicable. We introduce problem definition in section 3. Section 4
introduces the concept of k-redundancy and section 5 describes our solution.
In section 7, we present our simulation results. Section 8 shows the implementation of our method on real hardware and section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Connectivity in Wireless Sensor Networks and
Networked Robots
Connectivity is an important requirement for wireless sensor networks. In
a network with all static nodes, the general deployment strategy is using
more than necessary nodes and turning off the ones that are not required for
communication or sensing. When the network gets disconnected, one or more
of the nodes can be turned on to repair connectivity [3,4]. The problems with
these techniques is the requirement of extra nodes, and when several nodes
in a limited region fails, the failure to repair network. In [5], the authors
study the problem of adding as few nodes as possible to a disconnected static
network so that the network is connected. They show that the problem is
NP-Complete and propose some heuristics. These algorithms require global
knowledge of the graph, and they are time-consuming which is typically not
applicable in real-time with dynamic networks.
Using mobility to maintain connectivity has attracted many researchers.
The general approach has been using mobility for carrying data between dis-

connected components of the network [6–9], and using mobile vehicles to improve data collection by actively using vehicles as data carriers [10]. Another
approach is using uncontrollable mobile nodes as data carriers [11]. In this
approach, data is replicated to new carriers as mobile nodes enter the communication range of each other with the hope that eventually one of the replicas
will be transferred to one of the required locations. One other approach is
storing data when connectivity is disrupted, and sending it when connectivity repairs [12, 13]. The problem with these approaches is the latency in data
transfer for time critical applications. The main advantage of our approach is
that we are using mobile nodes for forming a connected network where data
transfer is never interrupted.
There are also approaches to maintain uninterrupted connectivity with dynamic networks. In [14], the authors propose a technique for providing radio
connectivity while moving a group of robots from one configuration to another,
which is an extension to their work in [15]. Initial links do not have to be preserved and the authors theoretically show that any connected configuration
is reachable from another connected configuration while obeying predefined
2-hop communication constraints between nodes, when there are no obstacles. However, this analysis is not valid when there are obstacles. Another
approach [16] aims to provide radio connectivity and line of sight while moving a swarm from one configuration to another. In this approach, initial links
between swarm members are constant and do not change to maintain connectivity. In both papers, there are explicit assumptions on the communication
range which can be violated in practice. The advantage of our technique over
these methods is 1: We assume there can be obstacles in the environment,
2: We allow links to be canceled and reformed, 3: We do not have any assumptions on the communication model, i.e. there is no assumption on the
communication range or the properties of links.

3 Problem Definition
In our problem definition, we have a network of mobile nodes whose motion
we cannot control, and we want to maintain and repair connectivity of this
network. For this purpose, we have a group of mobile robots which are capable
of moving to appropriate regions, work as regular nodes and build communication bridges. Assuming that we have a network as shown in Figure. 1(a),
when the nodes move away from each other, our goal is to use the robots to
rebuild the communication link among the nodes as in Figure. 1(b).
Our assumptions for this system are:
• Robots are controlled by mobile nodes
• The network is monitored by nodes and nodes determine where robots
should be located to improve connectivity
• Robots and nodes do not have location information, about neither themselves nor other members of the network. However, each of them is capable
of measuring distance and determining the direction to a neighbor, which

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) The network is connected (b) Nodes move away from each other and
robot start working as routers. (Blue (light) colored circles are nodes, red (dark)
colored circles are robots)
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is any node that is in the communication range. Several types of hardware supporting distance measurement can be found commercial off-theshelf [17, 18]. Direction can be found using a directional range finder [19]
or using distance measurements by triangulation [20].
Each member of the network is equipped with a low-power radio for wireless communication with limited range.
Robots and nodes are holonomic and they have limited speed.
There are obstacles in the environment which can obstruct line of sight
and interrupt communication.
Nodes and robots can fail anytime.
There is no assumption about the communication properties or range, i.e.
communication is assumed to exist only when bidirectional data transfer
is possible.
Environment map and motion prediction of nodes when deciding robot
locations are not used.
Algorithm is completely distributed and does not depend on any global
information.

4 K-Redundancy and Expected Repair Time
4.1 K-Redundancy
K-connectivity is a property which is used to define the minimum number of
nodes that need to be removed in order to partition a graph. If a graph is
K-connected, the graph remains connected if any K − 1 nodes are removed.
Figure. 2 shows a graph that is 1-connected. As it can be seen in this graph,
even if most of the graph is fully connected, a small low-connected region
determines the connectivity of the whole graph. This fact considerably limits
the information we can obtain about graphs.
Although K-connectivity is defined for the graph as a whole and a global
property, we can modify this concept to define the connectivity property of
individual nodes. For this purpose, we define a new graph property (i, j, k)redundancy for each node. We are using this property to represent the goodness of the connectivity among the neighbors of each node. It should be noted
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Fig. 2. K-connectivity gives limited information about different parts of the graph.
Even if most of the graph is fully-connected, a small part which as low connectivity
can determine the K-connectivity of whole graph.

that a node could create a communication bridge between any pair of its neighbors, but if there are alternative routes between the neighbors, the importance
of that node on connectivity reduces.
Definition 1 (i-neighborhood) Let v be a node of graph G with vertex set
V (G) and edge set E(G). We denote i-neighborhood of node v as Ni (v), which
is the set of nodes whose distance to the node v is at most i. The subgraph
induced by Ni (v) is denoted by G[Ni (v)], which is the set of vertices Ni (v)
with edges whose both endpoints are in Ni (v).
Definition 2 ((i, j, k)-redundancy) A node n is defined to be (i, j, k)-redundant
if Ni (n) − S is contained in one connected component of G[Nj (n) − S], where
S = {any k − 1 vertices of Nj (n)} ∪ {n} and j ≥ i.
In other words, a node n is (i, j, k)-redundant if k is the minimal number of nodes in the j-neighborhood of n to separate any two nodes in the
i-neighborhood n. We can also say that a node n is (∞, ∞, k)-redundant if
the graph G is k-connected, and G[V (G) − {n}] is (k − 1)-connected. Various
definitions of local k-connectivity can be derived by adjusting i and j. We
denote by k-redundancy the special case (1, ∞, k)-redundancy, which is measuring the connectivity of 1-neighbors of n over the whole graph. k-redundancy
for nodes with only one neighbor is undefined following this definition, but
we define their connectivity as ∞ for practical purposes. It should be noted
that a 0-redundant node is an articulation point (cut vertex) of the graph.
Our definition is a generalization of this property, which enables us to obtain
more information about the connectivity of the graph. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no graph property similar to (i, j, k)-redundancy.
Figure. 3 shows an example graph where the vertices represent the nodes
and edges represent the connections between the nodes. Nodes have different
redundancy values which is a representation of their role in the connectivity.
For example, n8 is 0-redundant because n9 and n7 can communicate only
with the help of n8 , so removing it from the graph results in disconnection. n3
is 1-redundant because in case it fails, all of its neighbors can communicate

with the help of n1 , removing also n1 partitions the graph. n6 is 2-redundant
because after removing it, at least two more nodes need to be removed to
partition its neighbors (n3 and n5 can be removed to isolate n4 ).

n1 1−redundant

0−redundant

−redundant

n9

n8
0−redundant

n7

2−redundant
n6

2−redundant

3−redundant
n2
2−redundant
n5

n4

n3

1−redundant

Fig. 3. Nodes have various k-redundancy values according to their role in the connectivity of the graph.

4.2 Expected Repair Time
Now consider a scenario where a wireless network is disconnected and we
have some robots that can move in and build a communication bridge that
would reconnect the disconnected parts. In this section, we will investigate
the expected repair time if there is only one disconnection.
In order to analyze the expected repair time, we first define network repair time (τrepair ) as the time from the moment of disconnection to reach a
network topology where all the nodes are connected again. Reconnection may
occur because of the dynamic changes in the network, such as the random
movements of nodes, without utilizing any robot for repair, but in this part,
we only consider the time for using a robot to repair a disconnected network.
Utilizing a robot enables us to formalize the expected repair time in a
wireless sensor network with several nodes of various k-redundancy levels.
Remember that in order to make two neighbors of a k-redundant node unreachable to each other, it requires k nodes to be disconnected from the network in addition to that node. Assuming that the network topology is stable
from the time disconnection occurs to the time a robot repairs it, we can repair the network by sending a robot to the location of the node that caused
disconnection. However, in some cases, a robot can repair the connection even
before reaching the location of the failed node. We call xij the optimal position that a robot j needs to move to repair the network in case node i fails

n4

n2

n3

n1

τ 41

r1

n5

x41

r1

Fig. 4. Node n4 fails and r1 repairs the network. x41 is the optimal location for
robot r1 to repair the network in case n4 fails, and τ41 is the time to reach there.

Fig. 5. Robot r1 can repair the network in τ21 time if node n2 fails, and in τ41 time
if node n4 fails. Node n2 can fail with probability p2 , and n4 with p4 . Expected time
for robot r1 can be written in terms of probabilities and required times to repair.

and network gets disconnected. We define τij as the time of robot j to reach
xij . Figure. 4 illustrates the optimal location to repair the network and the
time for the closest robot to reach there. In this figure, r1 repairs the network
in case node n4 fails.
Extending this definition, we can compute the expected repair time if we
know the probability of failure for each node. For example in Figure. 5, if the
probability of failure of nodes n2 and n4 are p2 and p4 , respectively, then we
can compute the expected repair time using the distances from robot r1 . In
this case, robot can repair the network in τ21 time if n2 fails, and in τ41 time
if n4 fails. Thus, the expected repair time is τ21 p2 + τ41 p4 .
Generally we do not know the exact probability of a node causing disconnection. However, if we assume that a node has p probability to fail, then the

probability of the network disconnecting at a k-redundant node is pk+1 , because k additional nodes need to fail in addition to that node so as to obtain
a disconnected network. An example network is given in Figure. 6. The nodes
n3 , n4 and n5 are 2 redundant, and any one of them failing does not cause
disconnection. However, a disconnection occurs if all three fails at the same
time, which has probability p3 .
We can generalize this observation and write expected repair time as a
function of the probability that the network disconnects at a given node and
the time for a robot to reach to a position to repair the network.
E(τ ) =

n
X

minj (τij ) ∗ pki +1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ m

(1)

i=1

where n is the number of nodes, m is the number of robots, and ki is kredundancy for the node i.
In Equation 1, we assume that all nodes have the same probability of getting disconnected. The equation could easily be extended to include different
probabilities for each node (perhaps based on the signal strength, direction of
nodes or distance between nodes). Please also note that this equation presents
a theoretical basis for our algorithm, and we do not need to know the exact
values of p and τij for analysis purposes. In later sections, we will discuss
different approaches to find robot placements.

5 Network Repair
Our goal is to provide at least the minimum k-redundancy for all mobile
nodes in the wireless sensor network. We achieve this by continuously checking k-redundancy for each node and request assistance from a mobile robot
if k-redundancy becomes less than the minimum redundancy. Please note
that, if the minimum redundancy is selected to be 0, reduction in the redundancy means that the network is disconnected. Alternatively, we can enforce
a high redundancy value to (a) provide more robust network, (b) increase the
throughput between mobile nodes. In this section, we will discuss how we can
find k-redundancy for each node. We will also present two methods for repairing a disconnection. In the first method, the reactive algorithm, the network
directs robots when the k-redundancy of a node becomes less than minimum
value. In the second method, the proactive method, the network place the
robots at locations that minimize the repair time in case k-redundancy becomes less than the minimum value.
5.1 Reactive Repair
The reconnection process starts when a node starts drifting away from one of
its immediate neighbors. If losing this neighbor does not reduce k-redundancy
of this node to a value less than the minimum redundancy, no action is taken.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 6. (a) Initial network. (b) If a 2-redundant node fails, which has probability
p, network remains connected. (c) If all three nodes fail, which has probability p3 ,
then repair is required. (d) The closest robot can move and repair the network.

Otherwise, one of the robots in the network needs to move to that region
and form connections with those two nodes. If possible, robots try to form
connections to as many nodes as possible, which in turn increases redundancy
of the node. After this time, robots assume the responsibility of maintaining
connectivity just as a regular node, i.e. they can call other robots to repair
connection. This allows the robots to build bridges consisting of several robots
between the disconnected parts of the network. To avoid unnecessary deployment of robots, a periodic connectivity detection mechanism works on the

nodes who has connection to the robot. If all nodes can communicate between each other without the help of the robot, the robot is unnecessary and
leaves that region.
5.2 Proactive Repair
In proactive repair, we place robots in locations that minimize the repair
time in case of node failures or disconnections. Once the robots are in these
locations, they are utilized around there until a node’s redundancy goes below
than minimum redundancy, i.e., reactive repair is required. The best location
for a robot to minimize the expected repair time is the location that minimizes
Equation. 1.
Finding the best locations to minimize expected repair time can be represented as the facility location problem. Facility location problem has been
studied extensively because of its practical applications, and it involves challenging combinatorial and geometrical problems. In general, facility location
problem is finding the locations of a set of facilities F to serve a set of demand locations D with minimum cost, where cost function cij is the weighted
distance function for j ∈ D and i ∈ F that is nearest to j. In our original
problem, facilities are the robots, demand locations are the locations that
the robots can move to repair the network, and cost function is the weighted
distance where weight is the probability of a node failing and causing disconnectivity. As facility location problems are NP-Hard, solution to Equation. 1
is also NP-Hard. We propose three policies for solving this problem: (i) robots
can be placed only around nodes, and if a node fails, a robot can repair the
network by taking its place (P1), (ii) a robot can repair the network by taking
the failed node’s place as before, but robots can be placed anywhere (P2), (iii)
robots can be placed anywhere, but instead of moving all the way to take the
place of the failed node, it moves to the point which is closest to the robot
and enough to repair the network (P3).
In the following, we will discuss how our policies can be implemented by
using several variations of the facility location problem.
Discrete Demand and Facility Sets (Policy I)
Facility location problem is called k-median when both demand and facility
sets are discrete, and at most k facilities can be used. Our first policy is kmedian, as we assume that robots can be located only around nodes, and they
can move to the previous location of the failed node to repair the network.
So, both feasible facility locations and demand locations are node locations,
and k is the number of idle robots.
K-median problem is NP-Hard [21], so exact solutions are not feasible.
However, there are several heuristics that work well in practice. We discuss
two different algorithms for the solution of this problem:

• Greedy Approach: In the first algorithm, we locate robots around low
redundant nodes. This approach comes from the fact that a robot near a
lower redundancy node would have faster repair time than a robot near a
higher redundancy node Theorem. 1. We use point-greedy algorithm [21]
for solving this problem. In this algorithm, one facility is added at a time
that minimizes cost. More formally, start with solution set S = ∅, and
update S = S ∪ fk where fk ∈ F − S such that cost(S) is minimized.
This algorithm is very fast but it has an approximation ratio O(n), where
n is the number of demand locations. A sample solution is shown in Figure. 7(a).
Theorem 1 Let theP
robot r be located at
P Pr , and nodes i and j be located
at Pi and Pj where u k Pi − Pu k ≈ u k Pj − Pu k, u is any node in
the network. Let the redundancies of Pi and Pj be ki and kj , respectively.
Expected repair time is smaller if ki < kj and k Pr − Pi k<k Pr − Pj k .
Proof. Consider two nodes i and j where node i has lower redundancy
(i.e., ki < kj ), and assume that we want to decide on placing one robot
r near one of these nodes. Furthermore, assume that these nodes have
approximately the same distance to all the remaining mobile nodes. Then
we
expected repair time as E(τ ) = τir ∗ pki +1 + τjr ∗ pkj +1 +
P can write
ku +1
where u ∈ remaining nodes (the term minimizing τxy for
u τur p
robot y to reach node x is ignored to simplify equation because we are
trying to find out the location of only one robot). Now consider that the
robot is placed at node i. We can write the expected repairPtime for the
robot at node i as E(τ )i = τ i ir ∗ pki +1 + τ i jr ∗ pkj +1 + u τ i ur pku +1
where τ i ur is the time for the robot r to reach from node i to position Xu .
Let’s say τ i ir = τ ′ , that is the time for the robot to repair communication
when node i fails. We can also write τ i jr = τ j ir = τ , because the time
for moving from i to j is equal to the time for moving from j to i. So
we can rewrite the expected
for the robot at node i as E(τ )i =
P i time
′
ki +1
kj +1
ku +1
τ ∗p
+τ ∗p
+ u τ ur p
. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that τ j jr is also equal to τ ′ , when the robot is located at node
j. Similarly, we can write
repair time for node j as E(τ )j =
Pexpected
ku +1
j
ki +1
′
kj +1
. We can represent the difference
τ ∗p
+τ ∗p
+ u τ ur p
between the expected repair times when the robot is located at node j
and i, E(τ )j − E(τ )i = (τ ∗ pki +1 + τ ′ ∗ pkj +1 ) − (τ ′ ∗ pki +1 + τ ∗ pkj +1 ) as
both nodes have the same distance to the remaining nodes. This gives us
E(τ )j − E(τ )i = (τ ′ − τ )pkj +1 − (τ ′ − τ )pki +1 = (τ ′ − τ )(pkj +1 − pki +1 ).
Finally, since p ≤ 1, ki < kj , E(τr )j − E(τr )i > 0 as long as (τ ′ − τ ) < 0.
By definition, τ ′ is always smaller than τ , so placing the robot near a low
redundancy node always gives a smaller expected repair time.
• Local Search: In the second algorithm, instead of a step-by-step allocation, we check different combinations and minimize the cost over all
combinations. This is the exact solution of k-median and is NP-Hard.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Red (light) colored circles are robots, and black (dark) colored circles are
nodes. Nodes have their redundancy values written above the circle, suffixed by
’r’. Distances are written on edges and red arrows represent assignment. Expected
repair time is computed using p as the probability of failure for each node. (a) Greedy
solution, robots are placed at lowest redundant nodes. (b) Local search, starts with
greedy solution by updates the placement of robot if improvement can be obtained
(Local search solution is found assuming p > 0.2).

Best known polynomial time solution to this problem is local search. In
this approach, one random feasible solution is determined, and at each
step, at most p facilities are swapped until no more improvement can be
obtained, i.e. some facilities are removed and some are utilized, keeping
at most k facilities utilized at any time. This approach has approximation
ratio 3 + 2/p and the running time is O(np ) [22], where n is the number
of facilities. A sample solution is shown in Figure. 7(b).
This approximation ratio is for metric k-median problem, i.e. cost function
needs to be symmetric and satisfy triangle inequality. Although the cost
function in our problem definition is symmetric, there are cases where it
violates triangle inequality. In order to overcome this problem, we define
the distance between a node and a robot as the length of the shortest path
on the graph.
Local search method is a centralized method, but it is suitable for computing in a distributed fashion. This approach starts with a greedy solution
where robots are located near low redundant nodes. Then, each node assigns itself to the closest robot, creating a partitioning of the network.
After this step, the algorithm starts running asynchronously. We assume
each robot is controlled by the node that is closest to it. Each node, at
a random time, computes the cost of the solution if it moves the robot
to one of its neighbors. If this solution gives a lower cost, then it actually sends the robot. Otherwise, after waiting for a random amount of
time, it checks another node, until all neighbors are tried and no more

improvement can be obtained. Algorithm 1 summarizes this approach. In
a network of m robots and n nodes, assuming random sampling prevents
more than one node to swap robots, this algorithm finishes in O(n) time,
and the approximation ratio is 5.
Algorithm 1 Local search (node i)
1: Find an initial solution S
2: if A robot is located near i then
3:
Compute the cost C(Si ) of the solution
4:
for all j ∈ N (i) where N (i) is the neighbor set of i do
5:
Recompute the cost C(Sj ) if the robot is near j
6:
if C(Sj ) < C(Si ) then
7:
Send the robot to j
8:
else
9:
Wait for a random amount of time
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end if

Discrete Demand and Continuous Facility Sets (Policies II and III)
Facility location problem is called Fermat-Weber [23] problem when facilities
can be located anywhere in the plane and only 1 facility can be utilized. More
formally, let D = {a1 , a2 , . . . , am } be the set of m points in ℜn , FermatWeber problem is to find a point q which minimizes the sum of the weighted
Euclidean distances to the points in D:
min d(q) =
q

m
X

wi kq − ai kn

(2)

i=1

where k.kn denotes Euclidean distance in ℜn and wi is the weight for point
ai . An example problem is shown in Figure. 8.
Proactive repair approach can be transformed into this problem when there
is only one robot, by using k-redundancy to define the weights in the formula.
In this case, let D = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nm } be the set of nodes in ℜ2 , our problem
is to locate the robot r to minimize expected repair time:
min E(r) =
r

m
X

piki +1 kr − ni k2

(3)

i=1

This problem does not have an exact analytical solution even when m =
5 [24]. However, if the points in the set D are not collinear, then this function
is positive and strictly convex, hence it has a unique minimum. In the case
where the points are collinear, at least one of the points in D is the minimum,

and it can be found in linear time. For the noncollinear case, one of the most
popular algorithms is Weiszfeld’s algorithm [25] which is an iterative method.
The iteration function is given by:
 m
X pki +1 ni


i



kr
− ni k

 i=1
if r 6= n1 , . . . , nm
m
k
T (r) = X pi i +1
(4)



 i=1 kr − ni k



ni
if r = ni
Weiszfeld’s algorithms is defined using this function as an iterative scheme:
ri+1 = T (ri ) i = 0, 1, 2 . . .

(5)

This function is continuous and differentiable everywhere except the points
in D. If no ri results in a point in D, these points converge to the global
optimal solution ropt in a finite number of iterations [26]. However, when any
ri is in D, then the algorithms terminates at ri without convergence. The
set of initial points r0 that causes any ri ∈ D where i > 0 is denumerable
(countable) [27–29], if the convex hull of the points in D has full dimension.
In our problem, we are working on ℜ2 , hence the convex hull of the points in
D has 2-dimensional convex hull as long as the points are noncollinear. As a
result, the set of starting points is always denumerable when the points in D
are noncollinear. We only use this algorithm when the points are noncollinear,
so we can claim that the set of starting points that will cause early termination
without convergence is denumerable. Thus, by selecting another starting point
whenever the algorithm terminates early, ropt can be found in finite number
of steps. However, in practice, it is very unlikely that any ri will exactly land
on a point in D with the exact numerical precision.
The negative gradient of the function E(r) is defined as:
R(r) =

m
X
pki i +1
(ni − r)
kr − ni k
i=1

(6)

Convexity of E(r) implies that the necessary and sufficient condition for
optimality is R(ropt ) = 0. We use this result to generate the stopping criterion.
Algorithm stops at iteration i when kR(ri )k2 ≤ ǫ, where ǫ is small and positive.
The rate of convergence depends on whether or not ropt is in D. If ropt 6∈ D,
then the rate of convergence is linear. On the other hand, if ropt ∈ D, the
convergence rate can be linear, superlinear or sublinear [30].
Multi-Facility: When multiple facilities are used, facility location problem with continuous facility set turns into a very hard optimization problem,
and it has been shown to be NP-Hard [31]. Although properties of the optimal solution is known [32], there is no known heuristic with performance
bound. We have chosen one of best heuristics, sequential location and allocation (SLA) [33,34]. This method starts with an arbitrary solution, and assigns

each demand location to the closest facility which results in a clustering of
demand locations. Then, single facility location problem is solved for each
cluster, and new facility locations are found. This process continues until no
more improvement can be obtained, and converges to a local optimal solution.
A sample execution of this algorithm is shown in Figure. 9.

d1

d2

Weber Point (q)

d5

d4

d3

min (d 1+ d 2 +d 3 +d 4 +d 5)
q

Fig. 8. Weber point is the point which minimizes the total distance to all other
defined points on the plane.

Algorithm 2 Sequential Location and Allocation (SLA) (node i)
1: Find an initial solution S
2: while Cost of the solution C(S) can be improved do
3:
Choose the closest robot k for assignment
4:
Form the set of nodes W (k) which are assigned to k
5:
Solve 1-Weber problem for W (k) to find a new location (x, y), where (x, y) is
within communication range of some n ∈ W (k)
6:
Move robot k to (x, y)
7: end while

In order to apply this solution to our problem, we assign continuous facility
set as the feasible robot locations in the plane, so that F ⊆ ℜ2 . Discrete
demand set are the locations for the robots to move and repair the network
in case a node fails and repair is required. This approach is presented in
Algorithm 2. For solving the 1-Weber problem, we are using the Weiszfeld’s
algorithm. In this part, we also explore two different policies:
• Constant Demand Set: In our second policy (P2), we set demand set
as the node locations and apply SLA algorithm. Initially, we set robot
locations as their initial locations and find an assignment for nodes, which
results in a clustering of nodes. We then solve Weber problem inside each

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 9. A sample execution of sequential location and allocation. In (a)-(c), nodes
(black (dark colored) circle)) are assigned to the closest robot (red (light colored)
circle)), and optimal location of the robot is computed, unless it does not change
anymore

cluster, and continue until robot locations cannot be changed to reduce
expected repair time.
• Updated Demand Set: In the last policy (P3), we first form the regions that a robot can move and repair connectivity (repair regions whose
construction is explained in 6.6), and pick the closest points inside these
regions as the demand locations. The solution of the problem using this
policy gives the solution of Equation. 1. We again use SLA algorithm to
solve this problem. In this algorithm, each time robot locations are selected
and single facility location is solved, demand set is updated according to
the new robot locations.

6 Implementation Details
6.1 Computing K-redundancy
(i, j, k)-redundancy definition requires finding all alternative paths between
the i-hop neighbors of a node, where paths can cover the j-hop neighborhood.
Hence, in order for a mobile node to find its redundancy, a communication
mechanism is required. In our approach, each node stores j-hop neighborhood
information. To determine its role in connectivity, each node enumerates all
ways of communication between each pair of i-hop neighbors. This way, each
node can determine its role in communication. The pair which has the least
number of ways of communication determines that node’s (i, j, k)-redundancy.
We are only interested in evaluating the importance of a node in connecting
its immediate neighbors, so we compute (1, j, k). In practice, j must be small,
as a result, computed redundancy value (1, j, k)-redundancy can be different
from k-redundancy, which is defined as (1, ∞, k)-redundancy. However, local
value is a lower limit on the redundancy of nodes, i.e., nodes can have higher
redundancies if they are computed globally, but nodes cannot have lower redundancy. So, redundancy values computed using local information is a good
indicator of graph connectivity. Algorithm. 3 represents the computation of
(1, j, k)-redundancy.
6.2 Reactive Repair Disconnection Discovery
Although local computation of k-redundancy allows faster computation, it is
possible for a node to request a robot even if it is not needed, because local
value is a lower limit to global value. In order to avoid these cases, when a node
detects that it has less than required redundancy, before requesting help from a
robot for repair, it first tries to find alternative paths to the neighbor to verify
that its k-redundancy is still satisfied. This is done by sending a discovery
message through a local directed flood. To avoid the message cost, we limit
the depth of messages. If we increase the maximum depth of messages, we can
find alternative paths more reliably, however, the cost of flooding can cause
congestion, delays and message losses. If at least one alternative path is found,

Algorithm 3 k-redundancy computation (node i)
1: loop
2:
Update the neighbor set N (i)
3:
for all n ∈ N (i) do
4:
for all m ∈ N (i) and n 6= m do
5:
Count the number of kmn ways m and n can communicate
6:
if k-redundancy < kmn then
7:
Assign k-redundancy=kmn
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
end for
11:
Wait for a period
12: end loop

nodes eliminate the connection between them and update their neighbor list
tables without requesting connectivity maintenance because this connection is
not critical for network connectivity. However, if no alternative path is found,
losing the connection with the neighbor means that reactive repair is needed.
Algorithm for disconnection discovery given in Algorithm. 4.
6.3 Maintaining Neighborhood Information
Each node in the system which is capable of communication periodically send
beacons to inform other nodes about its presence. These are called hello messages and contain very little information to avoid communication cost. Information content can change according to the application. In our system, these
messages contain the id of the node, an indicator showing if it is a mobile node
or robot, the distance to the closest robot, and the j − 1 neighborhood table
to support (1, j, k) − redundancy computation. The algorithm describing the
usage of hello messages is presented in Algorithm. 5. An important design
issue is the period of the hello messages. The period is expected to be high so
that communication cost will be low, but this can adversely affect the system
performance because nodes cannot obtain up-to-date information about their
neighbors. We will discuss the period of hello messages and its affect on our
system in Section. 7. Another important function of the hello messages is detecting connectivity in the network. We assume if a node does not hear any
hello message from a neighbor for some time, the connection with that neighbor is lost and disconnection discovery process should be started. We call this
time disconnection detection time in the rest of this chapter. The choice of
this time is also an important design issue, because if it is too low, too many
unnecessary disconnection discoveries can be started, if it is too high, then it
may be too late to repair the network because the node has moved too far
away. The discussion about this choice is also in Section. 7.

Algorithm 4 Disconnection discovery (node i)
1: {Discovery Initiate}
2: if Connection to a neighbor j is lost and k-redundancy < minimum required
redundancy then
3:
for all n ∈ N (i) do
4:
Send a discovery message to n with depth d = 0
5:
end for
6:
Wait for (maximum discovery depth ∗ discovery period)
7:
if j is not found then
8:
Request a robot for repair
9:
end if
10:
Remove j from N (i)
11: end if
12: {Discovery Propagate}
13: if Discovery message is received from m about j then
14:
if j is a neighbor then
15:
Send back j is found message to m
16:
else if Depth d < maximum discovery depth then
17:
for all n ∈ N (i) and n 6= m do
18:
Send a discovery message to n with depth d = d + 1
19:
end for
20:
Wait for ((maximum discovery depth − d) ∗ discovery period)
21:
if j is found then
22:
Send back j is found message to m
23:
end if
24:
end if
25: end if

6.4 Directing Robots for Repairs
During active repairing, a mobile node directs a robot to a location to reestablish the communication with its neighbor. We are using hello messages to propagate the directions of the robots in the environment. Each robot indicates
that it is a robot and it is available in the hello messages it is broadcasting.
Nodes which hear this message, which are 1-hop neighbors of robots, store
this information and broadcast their hello messages indicating their distance
to the robot. As each node broadcast hello messages, distance information to
the robots propagates in the network, and each node only stores the distance
and direction of the closest robot to it. Algorithm. 5 presents this approach.
This transforms the network into a Voronoi diagram where nodes are located
in Voronoi cells centered around robots. So when a node needs a robot, it
sends a unicast message in the direction to the closest robot. There are two
advantages of this method, first this method does not bring any communication overhead, and second, locations of robots are known to the nodes so
flooding of the network is not needed. The disadvantage is the freshness of the
robot location information. Since robot information is propagated one hop at

Algorithm 5 Maintain Neighbor List (node (or robot) i)
1: {Inform about the presence}
2: loop
3:
Send hello message that contains id = i, mobile node or robot, distance to
closest robot dri and M j−1 (i), where M j−1 is the j − 1 neighborhood table
4:
Wait for hello period
5: end loop
6: {Update Neighbor List with Hello Messages}
7: if Hello message is received from n at time tnow then
8:
if n ∈ N (i) then
9:
Update information in N (i) with new information and timestamp tn = tnow
10:
else
11:
Add n to N (i) with timestamp tn = tnow
12:
end if
13: end if
14: {Periodic Update of Neighbor List}
15: Set distance to robot dri =∞
16: for all n ∈ N (i) do
17:
if n has timestamp tn < tnow − disconnection detection time then
18:
Start disconnection discovery
19:
else
20:
if n is a robot then
21:
Set distance to the robot dri = din , the distance between i and n
22:
else
23:
if drn + din < dri then
24:
Set dri = drn + din
25:
end if
26:
end if
27:
end if
28: end for

each hello period, the node which is n hops away has the location of the robot
which was n ∗ (hello period) ago. However, this is not important because we
are using this information only to determine the first direction to send the
message. As the message propagates towards the robot, the freshness of the
robot location information improves and the message reaches the robot. This
path may not be the shortest path because the robot can move, but the message definitely reaches the robot. After the message reaches the robot, the
robot simply follows the path of the message to navigate to the region.
6.5 Node Failure
Disconnection resulting from node failure is different from disconnection from
movement because the robot can never actually form a connection to the lost
node, so according to the success definition mentioned before, it can never
succeed. However, the real goal is to provide connectivity in the network so

we need to update the definition of success for these cases. The problem is
that it is not possible to tell whether or not a node failed or simply left the
region. It should be noted that a node can still move after failing so that
moving towards last seen location is not enough to detect failure. For these
cases, we put a bound on the node speed compared to robot speed, so that
if the robot cannot detect the signal of the lost node when the robot reaches
the destination where it is supposed to repair connection, we assume that the
node has failed. In order to detect disconnectivity and repair if needed, we
examine the connections to the neighbors of the lost node. For this purpose,
we are storing j-hop neighborhood information so that each node is aware of
the neighbors of each neighbor. If all nodes in the neighbor list of the lost
node are reachable, then there is no disconnectivity and the robot becomes
idle. Otherwise, the robot locates itself close to the location of the lost node,
and tries to maintain connection to all nodes on the neighbor list. The repair
algorithm is shown in Algorithm. 6.
Algorithm 6 Repair (robot i)
1: if Node n requests connection to node m then
2:
Move to the location given by n
3:
if If m is found then
4:
Send message to n about repaired connection and keep the connectivity
between n and m
5:
else
6:
Get V = N (m) N (n) from n, which are neighbors of m but of n
7:
if Connection to any v ∈ V is formed then
8:
Send message to n about repaired connection and keep the connectivity
between n and v
9:
else
10:
Inform n about failed connection and turn into idle mode
11:
end if
12:
end if
13: end if

6.6 Constructing Repair Regions
In order to compute the repair regions, we assume that each node has a circular communication range with radius r. When a node fails and its neighbor
nodes lose communication among each other, we can conclude that each of
these neighbors has overlapping communication ranges, but they are not directly communicating. Assume we are computing the repair region for node
p, then r < dij ≤ 2r ∀i, j ∈ dip ≤ r and djp ≤ r, where dij is the distance
between nodes i and j, i.e. distance between each neighbor of node p should
be between r and 2r. Given this condition, we can also conclude that failure

of one node can cause disconnectivity among 2 to 5 nodes. In case there are
more than 5 nodes in communication with the failed node, then there must
be a communication link among those nodes, so the failed node cannot cause
disconnectivity.
Repair regions formed using communication ranges are the intersection of
circles with radius r. Our goal is to find the closest point pr on this region to
a point po located outside this region. The closest point is on the boundary
of the region, i.e. it is either on the arc defined by the intersection of circles
or on the intersection points. In order to find these points and arcs, we find
the intersection points of each pair of circles. There are at most 5 intersecting
circles, so there are at most 10 intersection points. Then, we check each point
to see if it is also inside other circles. The intersection points that are inside
all circles are the points that define the arcs. We find the closest point on each
arc to the point po , and assign pr as the closest one among these points.
The equations to find intersection points (xi1 , yi1 ) and (xi2 , yi2 ) (Figure. 10) of two circles with centers (xa , ya ) and (xb , yb ) with radius r are:
d=

p
(xb − xa )2 + (yb − ya )2

cos(α) = d/2r, sin(β) = (yb − ya )/d, cos(β) = (xb − xa )/d, h =
xi1 = (d/2)cos(β) − (h)sin(β), yi1 = (h)cos(β) + (d/2)sin(β)
xi2 = (d/2)cos(β) + (h)sin(β), yi2 = −(h)cos(β) + (d/2)sin(β)

p

r2 − (d/2)2

After finding these points, we need to find to see if the closest point is on
the arc or on the intersection point. The closest point is on the arc if the line
connecting the center of the arc to point po passes through the arc. Assuming
center of the arc pa has coordinates (xa , ya ) and po coordinates (xo , yo ), then
the angle between pa and po is θ = arctan((yo − ya )/(xo − xa )), the angle
between the intersection points and pa are γ = arctan((yi1 − ya )/(xi1 − xa ))
and φ = arctan((yi2 − ya )/(xi2 − xa )). So, the closest point is on the arc if
φ ≤ θ ≤ γ or γ ≤ θ ≤ φ. Let the distance from the closest point on the arc to
po be do , then the equations to find the distance are:

do =

(p

(xo − xa )2 + (yo − ya )2 − r if φ ≤ θ ≤ γ or γ ≤ θ ≤ φ
p
p
min( (xo − xi1 )2 + (yo − yi1 )2 , (xo − xi2 )2 + (yo − yi2 )2 ) otherwise

7 Simulations

In our simulations, we want to determine the characteristics of connectivity
in mobile networks and the effect of using robots to reinforce network and
repair connectivity. We are interested in observing the effects of increasing
k-redundancy, success of the proposed methods in maintaining connectivity,
effects of obstacles and effect of motion pattern. We implemented and tested
our algorithm on the network simulator NS-2 [2]. NS-2 is one of the most
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Fig. 10. Intersection points of two circles are (xi1 , yi1 ) and (xi2 , yi2 ). Two cases of
the shortest distance from po to the closest point on the arc is also shown with red
lines. po can be at (xo1 , yo1 ) and the closest point is an intersection point, or po can
be at (xo2 , yo2 ) and the closest point is on the arc.

commonly used network simulators and it can simulate realistic network conditions including message transfer, network congestion, delay etc. We setup
communication range to be 45 meters which is around the range of low-power
radios. Before presenting simulation results, we discuss properties for measuring connectivity. Further implementation details can be found at Appendix 6.
7.1 Connectivity Measure
There are two metrics for measuring connectivity in our experiments. The first
one is the classical measure which is 1 when network is connected, and 0 if
the network is partitioned. The second metric which is called reachability [35]
is more useful to measure connectivity on a continuous scale. This metric is
defined as the ratio of the total number of node pairs that can communicate
between each other to the 2-combination of all nodes. This number reaches 1
when all nodes are connected, and 0 when there is no connection between any
nodes. In a system with N nodes partitioned into n connected components
where each component contains Ni nodes, reachability is defined as:
Pn ¡Ni ¢
Reachability =

i=1 2
¡N ¢
2

(7)

Fig. 11. Reachability as the range increases

(b)
Fig. 12. First disconnection time as the range increases

7.2 Simulation Results
Effect of Node Motion:
We first measure the effect of node motion on network connectivity when
there are no robots to repair the network. This experiment lets us choose the
limit on the velocity of the mobile nodes. We have implement mobile node
motion in the following way: each node chooses a random destination and
moves towards that destination for a time that we call travel time (that is 20
seconds for our simulations). The distance between the current location and
the destination is limited by a constant which we call maximum range of the
movement. This way, the nodes can determine their speed.
In this experiment, we used a network of 20 nodes. We initially locate all
nodes at the same location resulting in a fully connected network. As our
purpose is to select the right speed limit for our nodes, we have evaluated
range values from 5 meters to 60 meters. We let the nodes run for 5 simulation minutes and repeated this experiment ten times for each distance range.
Average reachability for the first 5 minutes is shown in Figure. 11. As it is seen
from the figure, average reachability decreases as the range increases, about
linearly. When we look at the time that the network becomes disconnected
(Figure. 12), the decrease in time is nearly quadratic. The decreasing rate is
very fast until the maximum distance reaches 20 meters, and after that rate
of change decreases. This distance corresponds to maximum speed of 2m/s
and this is the value we used in the rest of the experiments. We chose this
value because; i. The network requires repair so robots are needed, ii. Network
topology does not change too fast so that physical limitations do not make
repair impossible. Physical limitations include the period of hello messages
which cannot be too small to avoid network congestion, message delay, message processing time and the travel time for the robots. An example about
the physical limitations can be given as the effect hello message period on the
system. As it was mentioned before, hello messages are used by each entity
in the network to make its neighbors aware of itself, so lost connections can
be determined when a node does not hear any hello message from a neighbor after some amount of time, that we call disconnection detection time.
Disconnection detection time should be larger than the hello message period,
but since it is normal to miss one hello message, it is generally selected to be
larger than 2 message periods. We chose this time to be (2*hello period+1)
seconds where additional 1 second is to compensate for delay and processing
time. Our hello period is set to 2 seconds to avoid congestion and processing
overhead of messages. Given these parameters, it takes 5 seconds for a node
to realize that connection is lost. In this amount of time, given the speed of
a node is 2m/s, the lost node can travel a distance of 10 meters in any direction, which makes it very hard for a robot to repair a connection when we also
consider the time for a robot to reach the disconnected part of the network.
So, allowing the nodes to have higher speeds can make the network chaotic

and unrepairable. This argument also supports our motivation for finding kredundancies because the arrival time of a robot to the disconnected part is
crucial for its performance.

Fig. 13. Reachability as the redundancy decreases.

Fig. 14. First disconnection time as the redundancy decreases.

Effect of Initial k-redundancy:
Next set of simulations show the effect of k-redundancy on the robustness of
the network. We use the same number of nodes in each simulation but arrange
them initially in a different way to change k-redundancy of each node. After
the simulation starts, each node moves randomly with maximum distance set
to the value determined on the previous set of simulations. We run simulations
30 times for each topology with 5 nodes. As it is seen in Figure. 13, as kredundancy decreases, average reachability over 3 minutes decreases. Same
is behavior can be seen in Figure. 14, which shows that initially connected
network becomes disconnected much faster when k-redundancy is low.

Fig. 15. Number of true and false requests as the discovery message depth increases

Effect of the Query Range for Detecting Connectivity:
As it is mentioned in Section 6, we use a local k-redundancy value. As a result,
we need to check whether we still satisfy k-redundancy after we lose connection to a neighbor node. This is done by sending a query message to search
for other possible connections to that node. The advantage of increasing the
maximum depth of this message is avoiding cases of needing repair when the
network is actually connected, which we will call false alarm. The advantage of
increasing the maximum depth of message is avoiding cases of needing repair
when the network is actually connected, which we will call false alarm. On
the other hand, increased maximum depth increases the number of messages,
query delay and network congestion, so it is preferable to put a bound on the

Fig. 16. Message count as the discovery message depth increases

depth, especially on large networks. To measure trade-off, we increased the
maximum depth of messages to see its effect on the false alarm rate and the
number of messages. Figure. 15 shows the total number of robot requests and
the number of times this was unnecessary because the network was connected,
with increasing maximum message depth. As it is seen from the figure, both
the total number and the number of the unnecessary ones decrease as depth
increases. This decrease slows down after maximum message depth reaches
3, and starts increasing again after 5. The reason for the increase can better
be understood by examining Figure. 16). The number of messages sent for
requests increase considerably after maximum depth reaches 6, which results
in congestion in the network and results in losing messages. We see that important amount of messages that are sent are never received by the intended
receiver. It should be noted that the difference between the total number and
the unnecessary count also decreases with maximum depth 6, which further
justifies that increase in requests are from message losses.
Comparison of Policies in Success Rate:
These simulations show the success of the proposed methods in maintaining
network connectivity when there are different number of robots in the system. For this purpose, we present average total disconnection time during the
simulation period and average reachability. We measure these in two different
setups. We first let robots move randomly just like nodes, and in the second one, we have the robots controlled by nodes using reactive and proactive
methods. We allow robots to move randomly and compare to our technique,
instead of simply adding robots to the network because increasing the num-

ber of mobile entities alone can help connectivity. As a result, the number of
mobile units is same in comparison, only the behavior of robots change. We
started with a network of 10 mobile nodes, and added one robot at each experiment. We used 10 different initial graphs for any given number of robots,
and the experiment has been repeated by starting with each graph 100 times.
Each simulation time is 500 seconds.

Fig. 17. Average disconnected time as the number of robots increase

Figure. 17 shows the time the graph remains disconnected. When there is
only one robot in the network, the difference in the times between random
and controlled robot motion is about 15 seconds. However, as the number of
robots increase, the time difference starts increasing. The difference in disconnected time between random motion and reactive approach reaches 80 seconds
when there are 10 robots for repair. The results show that proactive approach
performs better than reactive approach. In the proactive approach, we have
tested point greedy (PG), local search (LS), sequential location and allocation
with constant demand set (SLA-CD), and sequential location and allocation
with updated demand set (SLA-UD) methods. As it can be seen in Figure. 17,
PG, SLA-CD and SLA-UD performs similar, whereas LS outperforms all these
three methods. When there are 10 robots, the time difference between LS and
PG, SLA-CD and SLA-UD reaches 25 seconds. The time we obtain using LS is
150 seconds better than random motion, and 70 seconds better than reactive
approach. We should note that the algorithm used to send robots to repair
the network in case a disconnection is detected is the same with reactive and

Fig. 18. Reachability as the number of robots increase.

proactive approach. This shows that placing robots using k-redundancy can
provide improvement about 70 seconds over 500 seconds.
One interesting observation is that both SLA-CD and SLA-UD perform
very similar to PG. Although SLA can place robots anywhere in the 2-D Euclidean space, it can perform much worse than optimal solution on certain
graphs. When the initial distribution of the robots is uneven among the different parts of the graph, one part of the graph can have very little expected
repair time, whereas the other part has very high because of the uneven distribution of robots. This solution is possible to obtain using SLA because there is
no force that can push some of the robots from the dense part of the graph to
the sparse part of the graph. PG can also suffer from this problem because of
the greedy approach. The greedy approach minimizes cost at each step. So if
there are two dense parts of the graph connected by a single bridge and there
are two robots, the first robot goes along that bridge, and the second robot
goes to one of the dense parts. In an optimal solution though, each robot is
placed in one dense part. However, LS can avoid these cases by moving the
robots to other parts of the network as long as improvement can be obtained.
Finally, we have also seen that there is not statistically significant difference
between SLA-CD and SLA-UD. With SLA-CD, all nodes send their own locations to be used in the computation of Weber point, whereas with SLA-UD,
nodes send the closest point required to repair network. However, the optimal
position of the robot is always among the nodes, so most of the time, the
change in the distance computations of the nodes opposite to each other with

respect to the robot cancel each other, and the location of the Weber point
changes very little. Although the expected repair time with SLA-UD turns
out to be smaller than SLA-CD, the optimal robot position is very similar.
Reachability measurements show similar results(Figure. 18). When there
is only one robot, the difference in reachability between random motion and
reactive approach is 0.03, and the difference between random motion and LS is
0.07. Reachability increases with all methods as the number of robots increase.
The reachability of LS reaches up to 0.9 when there are 10 robots, which means
that on average, 90% of the nodes in the network are connected to each other
over 500 seconds. With 10 robots, the difference between random motion and
reactive approach reaches 0.1, and the difference between random motion and
LS reaches 0.22. This means using LS, 22% more nodes can communicate
among each other compared to random motion.
Effect of Obstacles:
We also add obstacles to the environment to show the effect of line of sight
on connectivity. We assume two nodes cannot communicate if they cannot
see each other which is a conservative but very realistic assumption. We repeated our previous experiment using same scenarios with obstacles in the
environment. There are three objects in each 100x100 region and the total
area of obstacles in each region occupy about 1/4 of that region. A sample
graph with obstacles is shown in Figure. 19. As it can be seen in Figure. 20
and Figure. 21, the results are similar to the previous case when there were
no obstacles. Both reachability and average disconnected time is worse than
the previous results, which is expected because obstacles cause more disconnections between neighbor nodes. However, proactive method still performs
better than other methods. One interesting observation is higher variations on
data series. Obstacles in the environment randomize communication behaviors of nodes because it changes the continuity of the radio range. Although
we mentioned that radio range is irregular and unpredictable, it is relatively
smoother compared to the effect of obstacles. For example, a group of nodes
forming a clique can suddenly lose line of sight thus connectivity because of
a physical obstacle which is almost impossible with radio communication.
Effect of Pattern Movement:
We designed another simulation to show the behavior of network when nodes
move according to a pattern. In these simulations, we chose pattern as the
movement of nodes when they drift away in the presence of a current. We
chose to move nodes in the (+x,+y) direction for 200s of the 500s simulation,
and in the (-x,-y) direction in the rest of the simulations. Speed and exact
angle of nodes are selected random, but speed is limited by 4m/s and angle is
in the range (0◦ ,90◦ ) in the first part, and in range (180◦ ,270◦ ) in the second
part. Using the same initial scenarios as before, we repeated the experiments

Fig. 19. Sample initial graph and environment with obstacles (Red cylinders are
nodes, blue spheres are robots).

by adding one robot at each experiment. The results of these experiments
(Figure. 22) is very similar to the ones with random motion, but both reachability and disconnected times improve considerably for all methods. When
robots move following the pattern instead of actively repairing the network,
the disconnected time is 165 seconds on average, whereas this time decreases
to 90 seconds when robots actively repair the network making the difference
by 75 seconds. All proactive repair policies are still better than reactive approach, where the difference is about 30 seconds with SLA and PG. Local
search is still better than other proactive approaches, although the difference
is as small as 10 seconds.
As it can be seen in Figure. 23, the reachability when both nodes and
robots follow the pattern is about 0.75, higher than the random motion which
was 0.65 (Figure. 18), however, reachability of reactive approach is still better
which is 0.88. Proactive policies with pattern motion is all about 0.98, which
means all proactive policies can keep 98% of the network together on average.
7.3 Analysis of the Simulation Results
The simulation results show that local search (LS) outperforms all other methods while point greedy (PG) and sequential location and allocation (SLA)
gives very similar results. This result is at first surprising, because SLA can
place robots anywhere in the plane as long as there are no obstacles, while
PG is solving a more restricted problem, where robots can be placed only
near nodes. As a result, SLA is expected to give better results. In fact, SLA

Fig. 20. Average disconnected time as the number of robots increase when there
are obstacles in the environment.

can make a more balanced placement of robots. Figure. 24 shows the solutions generated using the two methods when there is one robot and 8 nodes.
However, the fact that PG has a performance bound of O(n) where n is the
number of alternative robot locations and SLA has no performance bound is
one reason that SLA does not perform better than PG on average. Another
reason is that on certain graphs, both methods can perform much worse than
optimal solution. An example graph is shown with the solution of PG in Figure. 25 and local search (LS) in Figure. 26. In the greedy solution, the first
robot is placed on the bridge and the second robot is on one side of the bridge.
However, the optimal solution requires each robot to be placed on each side
of the bridge.
Another graph where SLA performs bad is shown in Figure. 27. As mentioned in Section 5, SLA starts with an initial assignment where each node
is assigned to the closest robot, then finds the best robot location for those
nodes, and these two steps continue until no more improvement can be obtained. The problem with this approach is when the initial distribution of
robots among nodes is uneven, the solution generated by SLA can be much
worse than the global optimal solution. Since most robots are located at one
part of the graph initially in Figure. 27, initial assignment and recomputation
of robot locations leave the robots at the part. As a result, the other part of
the graph has very high expected repair time. A solution generated by LS is
shown in Figure. 28.

Fig. 21. Reachability as the number of robots increase when there are obstacles in
the environment.

The advantage of local search over these methods is that solution is updated until no more improvement can be obtained. This solution is a local
optimal solution, and in the worst case, it is 5 times worse than optimal solution.
Another interesting result of the simulations is that SLA with constant
demand set (SLA-CD) and updated demand set (SLA-UD) give similar results. The first reason for this is that the Weber point, which is the optimal
location for a robot, is always inside the convex hull of the nodes assigned to
that robot. As a result, the change in the distance differences when the nodes
opposite to each other send the closest point for repair instead of their own
locations are about the same. This causes very little change in the position
of the Weber point. An example case is shown in Figure. 29. In the figure,
(dcd1+dc d2 ) − (dcd3 + dcd4 ) is approximately equal to (dud1 − dud2 ), so robot is
placed approximately at the same place. The second reason is the relatively
short communication range compared to the robot or node speed. The change
in the Weber point is so small that the robot can travel that distance in a
very short amount of time, which has very little effect on the repair time of
the robot.

8 Experiments
We show the feasibility of our approach with experiments on real hardware.
For this purpose, we experimented on a network formed of 3 robots (2 AmigoB-

Fig. 22. Average disconnected time as the number of robots increase when the
nodes move following a pattern.

ots, 1 Pioneer 3-DX [36]) and 10 Tmote sky motes [37]. Each robot is equipped
with a mote, and the other 7 motes are used as static nodes. 1 AmigoBot is
used as a mobile node, and the other robots are used as connectivity repair robots. We present the working of the system in an environment of size
8mx8m. In our experiments, we set a communication range of 2.5 meters to
imitate radio communication range, so although motes hear all other motes
in the environment, they filter out messages from motes who are further away
than 2.5m.
Initial experiment setup is shown in Figure. 30(a). The mobile node represented with an AmigoBot is working as a bridge between the upper and
lower parts of the network. Two repair robots are located at the two minimum redundant nodes in the upper part. When AmigoBot moves closer to the
camera, this causes a disconnectivity in the network, so the closest idle robot
(Pioneer) moves towards that region to repair connectivity (Figure. 30(b)).
Then, AmigoBot fails (Figure. 30(c)) so another disconnection occurs in the
network. This time, the robot who is supposed to provide connectivity (Pioneer) acts as a mobile node and calls for another robot, and the second
AmigoBot reaches the region and maintains connectivity with the neighbors
of the failed node (Figure. 30(d)).

Fig. 23. Reachability as the number of robots increase when the nodes move following a pattern.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 24. (a) Greedy solution (b) SLA solution (Red cylinders are nodes, blue spheres
are robots).

9 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have presented a new graph property, k-redundancy, to
define the communication characteristics of a dynamic wireless sensor network.
This property provides a way to represent the effects of removing a node from

Fig. 25. Sample graph which can cause point greedy (PG) algorithm to generate bad
results, whereas local search can improve the initial random solution by incremental
updates (Red cylinders are nodes, blue spheres are robots).

Fig. 26. The solution of the local search (LS) on the same graph as point greedy
(PG) (Red cylinders are nodes, blue spheres are robots).

the network on the connectivity. We show that this property can be used
to estimate repair time to reconnect a network. We have presented an innetwork algorithm that is based on k-redundancy to improve the network’s
connectivity where mobile nodes request mobile robots to repair low connected

Fig. 27. Sample graph which can cause sequential location and allocation (SLA) algorithm to generate bad results, whereas local search can improve the initial random
solution by incremental updates (Red cylinders are nodes, blue spheres are robots).

Fig. 28. The solution of the local search (LS) on the same graph as sequential
location and allocation (SLA) (Red cylinders are nodes, blue spheres are robots).

areas. Finally, we have showed the performance of our algorithm in simulations
and real hardware.

n1
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Fig. 29. Sample graph which shows the effect of using constant demand set and
updated demand set.
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